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ExEcutIvE summary

ever since the military takeover on 3 july 2013 and the appointment of adli Mansour as interim 
President of the Republic there has been a systematic campaign of killing of protesters who express 
their opposition to the government currently in power. This disregard for the right to life has been 
a permanent feature since the outset of the revolution on 25 January 2011. Nevertheless, it took 
a dramatic turn after 3 July 2013, culminating on 14 August 2013 with the violent dispersal of 
the Rabaa and Nahda sit-ins. More than one thousant people who were demanding the return 
of deposed President Mohamed Morsi died that day. The authorities’ lack of accountability for 
the killing of protesters is of great concern. While national commissions of inquiries have been 
formed, they have failed to ensure accountability. 

Investigating human rights violations and achieving accountability is not optional for states - inter-
national law places an obligation on states to investigate and prosecute whenever human rights 
violations are thought to have occurred. International law also sets out criteria that investigations 
and prosecutions must respect.

This report reviews the work of Egyptian prosecutors (the authority in charge of investigating and 
prosecuting perpetrators in Egypt) in order to verify whether it complies with the criteria and 
best practices established in international law. The report bases its conclusion on cases of viola-
tions committed against pro-Morsi demonstrators that Alkarama has documented. It submits that 
prosecutors have failed to ensure accountability for the violations of the right to life occurring in 
Egypt since 3 July 2013.

In conclusion, we argue that, in view of the gravity of the violations that have occurred in Egypt, it is 
time the Human Rights Council establishes a Commission of Inquiry into the violations committed 
agaisnt protesters since the military takeover.
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IntroductIon

In the age of human rights accountability, it is inconceivable that systematic extrajudicial killings 
of demonstrators remain poorly investigated and unpunished. Since the outset of the revolution 
on 25 January 2011, Egypt has witnessed killings of demonstrators under the rule of Mubarak, the 
Supreme Council of the Armed Forces (SCAF), President Mohamed Morsi and interim president 
Adli Mansour. Alkarama has continued to report on the violence carried out against demonstrators 
under each of these regimes since the beginning of 2011 by providing UN complaint mechanisms 
with relevant information on developments in the country. 

While the violence against demonstrators has been endemic over the past three years, it peaked 
on 14 August 2013 when the Egyptian security apparatus stormed the sit-ins of Rabaa and Nahda, 
where protesters were demanding the return of Morsi as President. More than one thousand 
people died that day, but no one has been held accountable for the killings.

This pattern of killing and lack of accountability over the past three years indicates that there is a 
structural problem with the Egyptian security and judicial apparatus, making it unable to address 
violations of human rights, and more specifically, the right to life.

While commissions of inquiries have been constituted under the SCAF and the presidencies of 
Mohamed Morsi and Adli Mansour to investigate the killing of demonstrators, these have not lead 
to meaningful results. For example, under Mohamed Morsi’s presidency, a fact-finding committee 
was established pursuant to Decision 10 of 20 July 2012 to investigate the killings of demonstra-
tors which had taken place between 25 January 2011 and 30 June 2012. The committee was 
entrusted with establishing the truth and determining who was responsible for violations against 
protesters. The findings were submitted to President Morsi in December 2012 but he refused to 
publish the results, thus indicating a lack of political will to ensure accountability. 

Likewise, for the events of Rabaa and Nahda, no serious efforts have been undertaken to establish 
an accurate account of the violations. This should normally be done through the establishment of 
an investigation mechanism in conformity with international standards which would, after having 
identified those responsible for violations, bring the perpetrators to justice. It is submitted in this 
report that the Egyptian authorities that would normally be entrusted with the task of investigat-
ing the killing of demonstrators since 3 July 2013 are unable to produce meaningful results. In 
Egypt, it is the prosecutor who monitors the work of the security authorities. In addition, s/he 
also carries out the investigation and brings the charges at the same time. Egypt does not follow a 
system of mandatory prosecution, so it is up to the prosecutor to take the decision to prosecute.  
The prosecution’s work has significant impact on the case, as the judge rules according to the 
evidence presented by the prosecutor. 

After a review of Egyptian law and practice, the extent to which prosecutors have failed to uphold 
human rights and more importantly, accountability for human rights abuses, will be exposed. The 
report will then examine their inability to carry out meaningful investigation and prosecution for 
violations committed by Egyptian officials since the military takeover. In addition, it will be shown 
that given the anti-Muslim Brotherhood (MB) climate encouraged by the government which has 
capitalised on shortcomings of Morsi’s presidency, accountability for the killing of MB protest-
ers will be even harder to achieve. Even though the report seeks to shed light on the inability of 
authorities to prosecute violations of the right to life, it will also refer to other violations (torture, 
administrative detention) to highlight the discrepancy between internationally-accepted good in-
vestigation practices and the work of Egyptian prosecutors.
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While this report deals with the discrimination faced by MB supporters at the hand of authori-
ties responsible for ensuring accountability, this does not mean that, in practice, the violations 
highlighted in the report are restricted to the sole MB. Such violations have been occurring against 
demonstrators of various political background, opposed to the ruling regime over the past three 
years. Nevertheless, at no time has the repression been as systematic and widespread as it has 
been against the MB since 3 July 2013.

IntroductIon
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International law prescribes states to proceed ex officio with an investigation whenever one 
suspected case of extrajudicial killing has occurred, let alone hundreds. 

1.1 thE duty to invEstigatE, prosEcutE and punish
Despite the fact that the duty to investigate and punish perpetrators of grave human rights viola-
tions is not enshrined explicitly in a hard law instrument, it can be deduced from the nature of 
every human right. Human rights have to be effective and not merely illusory. A state’s obligation 
cannot be confined to refrain from violating human rights (negative obligations) but it also extends 
to respecting and fulfilling these rights (positive obligations). Failure to investigate and punish a 
violation is in itself a violation of that right.1 The Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or 
Arbitrary Executions has reiterated this legal principle particularly with regards to violations of the 
right to life.2 

One can find several legal bases to support the state’s duty to investigate and bring those respon-
sible for human rights violations to justice. 

States have to grant “effective remedy” for victims of violation of rights enshrined in the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) according to article 2 paragraph 3(a). 
The notion of remedies has evolved from compensation and rehabilitation to include punishing 
the person responsible for the violation which in turn implies an investigation, and where appli-
cable, prosecution and conviction. The Human Rights Committee has deduced this obligation from 
the right to an effective remedy regarding violations of rights enshrined in the Covenant3 including 
violations of the right to life.4 

The Human Rights Committee has also referred to the nature of the punishment that should be 
meted out, and considers that in situations of violations of the right to life, disciplinary and admin-
istrative sanctions are not enough to be considered “adequate and effective”.5 In fact, in situations 
of police abuse, the Committee has specifically recommended criminal sanctions.6

Another legal basis for this duty is the obligation of states, pursuant to article 2 paragraph 1 of the 
ICCPR, to respect, and to ensure respect for, the rights enshrined in the Covenant. It is inconceiv-
able to envisage respect for human rights when perpetrators of serious violations are not punished. 
Punishment can be an efficient deterrent for future crimes and therefore increases “respect” for 
human rights in the sense of article 2 paragraph 1 of the Covenant. In fact the Human Rights 
Committee has stated that “respect for human rights may be weakened by impunity for perpetra-

1  Human Rights Committee, General Comment 31 on the nature of the General Legal Obligation imposed on States Parties to 
the Covenant, 2004 (U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13) para. 18.  

2  Report of the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions, submitted to the General Assembly at 
its sixty eighth session, 13 September 2013, (A/68/382), para.95. 

3  General Comment 31, para 15.

4  Human Rights Committee, Irene Bleier Lewenhoff and Rosa Valiño de Bleier v. Uruguay, No. 30/1978, 1985 (CCPR/C/OP/1)) 
para 15.

5  Human Rights Committee, Arhuaco v. Colombia, No. 612/1995, 1997 (CCPR/C/60/D/612/1995) para 5.3. 

6  Human Rights Committee, 79th session, Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee on the third periodic 
report of Romania, 5 November 1993  (CCPR/C/79/Add.30), para 15. 

1. Why Egypt must InvEstIgatE, prosEcutE and punIsh
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tors of human rights violations”.7  But, for the deterrent effect of punishment to be efficient, the 
penalty has to be commensurate with the gravity of the crime.8 Leniency in delivering justice such 
as short prison sentences or a less grave legal qualification of the crimes (misdemeanour instead 
of felony - see for example the case of Abu Zaabal, page 16 ) will engage the state’s responsibility 
under article 2 paragraph 1. 

In addition to these hard law instruments, the UN has adopted principles and guidelines that 
require investigation and punishment when violations of the right to life occur. Although not 
binding, these instruments constitute best practices in the field. 

The Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary 
Executions (Hereinafter Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation) state that “there 
shall be thorough, prompt and impartial investigation of all suspected cases of extra-legal, arbitrary 
and summary executions”.9 Should this investigation point to a person or a group of persons respon-
sible for extra-legal killing, the government “shall either bring such persons to justice or cooperate 
to extradite any such persons to other countries wishing to exercise jurisdiction.”10 Likewise, in 
the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross 
Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian 
Law, it is stated that “in cases of gross violations of international human rights law and serious vio-
lations of international humanitarian law constituting crimes under international law, states have 
the duty to investigate and, if there is sufficient evidence, the duty to submit to prosecution the 
person allegedly responsible for the violations and, if found guilty, the duty to punish her or him.”11

Last but not least of the soft law instruments figures the right to truth, whereby “every people has 
the inalienable right to know the truth about past events concerning the perpetration of heinous 
crimes”.12 Naturally, an investigation into past violations is essential to establish an account of past 
events. The right to truth is not a simple exercise of history writing but is also considered a tool to 
fight impunity.13 

7  Human Rights Committee, 79th session, Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee on the second periodic 
report of Argentina 4 May 1995, (CCPR/C/79/Add.46), para 10. 

8  Human Rights Committee, 79th session, Concluding Observations of the Human Rights Committee on the third periodic 
report of the Dominican Republic, 5 May 1993, (CCPR/C/79/Add.18 ) para. 10. 

9  Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions, adopted by the 
Economic and Social Council resolution 1989/65 of 24 May 1989, principle 9. 

10  Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions, principle 18.

11  Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International 
Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law, adopted and proclaimed by General Assembly 
resolution 60/147 of 16 December 2005; principle 4.

12  Updated Set of principles for the protection and promotion of human rights through action to combat impunity in Report 
of the independent expert to update the Set of principles  to combat impunity submitted to the Commission on Human Rights 
at its sixty-first session, 8 February 2005, (E/CN.4/2005/102/Add.1); principle 2.

13  “recognizes the importance of respecting and ensuring the right to the truth so as to contribute to ending impunity and 
to promote and protect human rights;” Human Rights Council, resolution 9/11, Right to the truth, 24 September 2008 (A/
HRC/9/L.12). 

thE duty to InvEstIgatE, prosEcutE and punIsh
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1.2 standards of invEstigation 
States have the obligation of means in achieving accountability. While this assumes some margin of 
appreciation, certain standards cannot be ignored. Most importantly, it is not possible to identify 
all those involved in extrajudicial killings and prosecute them if investigations suffer from funda-
mental defects. This is why international law has set certain standards which investigations must 
meet. The Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation mention that an investigation 
has to be thorough, prompt and impartial, without giving more details. The Basic Principles and 
Guidelines are silent on the criteria an investigation should meet.

International jurisprudence has however clarified certain standards that an investigation should 
fulfill. Evidently, investigations into allegations of extrajudicial killings have to be carried out by 
the state, independently of a complaint by the victims.14 The investigation must be independent. 
In other words, the persons carrying out the investigation have to be independent from those 
implicated in the events hierarchically, institutionally and practically.15 An investigation has also to 
be prompt to increase public confidence in the accountability process. Promptness translates into 
expeditiousness.16 This requirement should be met to the extent possible even in countries where 
the security situation might not necessarily allow it. In addition, investigations must be transpar-
ent, which should translate into a form of public scrutiny,17 such as making the findings public.18

In conclusion, an investigation has to meet enough standards to be able to “explore all possible 
lines of investigation that make it possible to identify the perpetrators of the crime, so that they 
can be tried and punished.”19

14  Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Judgment, Velasquez Rodriguez, July 29 1988, (Ser. C) No. 1, para 17.

15  European Court of Human Rights, Judgment, Al-Skeini and others v. The United Kingdom, 7 July 2011, (Application no. 
55721/07), para 167.

16  Al-Skeini and others v. The United Kingdom, para 167.

17  European Court of Human Rights, Judgment, Ahmet Özkan v. Turkey, 6 April 2004, Application No. 21689/93, para 314.

18  Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Judgment, Case of Las Palmeras v. Colombia,  6 December 2001, para 58

19  Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Judgment, Monsenor Oscar Arnulfo Romero and Galdámez v. El Salvador, 13 april 
2000, Case 11/481, para 177.

standards oF InvEstIgatIon
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2. turnIng a blInd EyE

The office of the public prosecutor in Egypt has a longstanding tradition of shielding police officials 
from criminal prosecution, and so has  the military prosecutor when it comes to abuses committed 
by the military. 

Prosecutors in Egypt do not prosecute even when there are clear evidence of human rights abuses 
committed by the security authorities. However, by deciding not to prosecute in certain cases, 
prosecutors maintain a climate of impunity which favours further violations. 

2.1 Extrajudicial killings
Prosecutors are quick to charge demonstrators with committing violence during protests, but not 
so much when investigating prima facie violations of the right to life by the security authorities. 
Such stark discrimination has arisen after each demonstration led by opponents of the military 
takeover of 3 July 2013. Hundreds of demonstrators have been arrested and charged for protest-
ing, while the deaths of demonstrators remain without investigation.

Lawyers in Egypt have officially requested the authorities open investigations into the deaths of 
protesters, but find that their requests fall on deaf ears. Alkarama has obtained copies of such 
requests submitted by lawyers to the judiciary. One example, registered under number 1512/2013 
lodged against – amongst others – the Minister of Interior, requests the opening of an investiga-
tion and that the prosecution hears witnesses and those who were injured during the demonstra-
tions that took place on 7 July 2013 in Ramses Square against the 3 July 2013 military takeover. 
Seven demonstrators were killed that day, and around 260 were injured. Such inaction stands 
in stark contrast with the Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, 
Arbitrary and Summary Executions which places an obligation on the state to conduct investiga-
tions into “all suspected cases of extra-legal, arbitrary and summary executions, including cases 
where complaints by relatives or other reliable reports suggest unnatural death in the above 
circumstances [emphasis added].”20 

20  Principles on the Effective Prevention and Investigation of Extra-Legal, Arbitrary and Summary Executions; principle 9.
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ExtrajudIcIal kIllIngs

Copy of complaint No. 1512/2013 lodged against the Minister of Interior for the killing and injury of demon-
strators at Ramses Square on 7 July 2013
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ExtrajudIcIal kIllIngs
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Extra judIcIal kIllIngs
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On 14 August at around 7 a.m., the Egyptian authorities proceeded with the dispersal at Rabaa by 
simultaneously moving in on three sides of the sit-in using tear gas and rubber bullets. Helicopters 
were also used in the operation, flying over the sit-in at low altitude. The security forces left one 
corridor free, supposedly for those who wanted to leave the protest to be able to do so safely. 
However, according to testimonies provided by doctors and NGOs present, some of those who 
fled through this corridor were shot in the back by snipers. The shooting continued until late in 
the afternoon. 

The non proportional character of the means used by the authorities (bulldozers, snipers, live 
ammunition against mostly unarmed protesters, etc.) to disperse the sit-in constitutes a breach 
to Human Rights Law. In addition, Alkarama assembled accounts describing security forces 
opening fire on demonstrators not posing any threat to life. The final death toll of the dispersal is 
believed to have exceeded 1000 deaths. In fact, a large number of victims have not been identified 
because they either did not have their identity card on them or because their bodies were entirely 
cremated. Alkarama’s researcher who was present during the dispersal counted that in a sample 
of 44 bodies, only 23 could be identified formally before the army evacuated and set fire to the 
emergencies centers (medical centre and morgue) that same night. On 14 November, the Forensic 
Medical Authority said the number of bodies brought to the official morgue or hospitals was 726, 
but that the number excluded bodies buried directly by their families. It should also be noted 
that so far, the Ministry of Health has not pronounced itself on the official number of casualties 

Killings in Rabaa Square

ExtrajudIcIal kIllIngs
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that occurred during the dispersal. This suggests that Egyptians officials are still trying to hide the 
extent of the killing that occurred on this day. 

Alkarama’s researchers based in Cairo documented the death of 985 individuals along with their 
names and addresses of residence which it referred to the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, 
Summary or Arbitrary Executions. Alkarama stressed the inaction of the authorities in investigat-
ing the deaths of demonstrators and requested the Special Rapporteur’s immediate intervention 
to try to obtain a remedy to the situation.

As we demonstrate below, whenever prosecutors decide to address violations committed by the 
police, their prosecution is inadequate with respect to the gravity of the crime committed.

The lack of investigation into the death of 37 demonstrators at the hands of security officials while 
being transferred to Abu Zaabal prison is emblematic of the leniency which exists when it comes 
to efforts to achieve accountability. Below is the list of the dead:

1. Mr gamal abdelrahman Mohamed Abdelrahim (الرحيم عبد  محمد  الرحمن  عبد   is of Egyptian ,(جمال 
nationality, he lives in Gamal AbdelNasser Street, Al-Salam, Egypt.

2. Mr Hesham Azzam Hafez (هشام عزام حافظ), is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Qalyoubeya ,Egypt.

3. Mr rafik Mohamed ibrahim Abdelghani (رفيق محمد إبراهيم عبد الغني), is of Egyptian nationality, he lives 
in Al-Mahalla, Egypt.

4. Mr reda el-sayed ahmed El-Sayed (السيد أحمد  السيد  -is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Al ,(رضا 
Hussneya Al-Sharqeya, Egypt.

5. Mr shokry ibrahim Saad (إبراهيم سعد  is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in 19 Omaret El-Tob ,(شكري 
Al-Ramly, Nasser City, Cairo, Egypt. 

6. Mr Mohamed ismail Mohamed Saleh (محمد إسماعيل محمد صالح), is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in 
Al-Mahmoudeya, Al-Behera, Egypt.

7. Mr adel abdelshafi Abdelhafez (عادل عبد الشافي عبد الحافظ), is of Egyptian nationality he lives in Shaaban 
El-Sayed Street, Al-Marg, Cairo, Egypt.

8. Mr Waleed El-Sayed Mohamed El-Naggar (وليد السيد محمد النجار), is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in 
Borg Al-Arab, Alexandria, Egypt.

9. Mr Abu Taleb Abdelgawad Soliman (سليمان الجواد  عبد  طالب   is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in ,(أبو 
Faqous, Al-Sharqyea, Egypt.

10. Mr Mohamed shehata Ismail (محمد شحاتة إسماعيل), is of Egyptian nationality he lives, in Damanhour, 
Egypt.

11. Mr sherif gamal Mohamed Seyam (صيام محمد  جمال  -is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Al ,(شريف 
Qorashy Street, Nasser City, Egypt.

ExtrajudIcIal kIllIngs

37 demonstrators dead from asphyxiation during prison transfer
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12. Mr ahmed ibrahim kamel Hamzawy (كامل حمزاوي إبراهيم   is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in ,(أحمد 
Al-Mahalla, Egypt.

13. Mr Mahmoud abdullah Mohamed Ali (محمود عبد الله محمد علي), is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in 
Ebshway, Al-Fayoum, Egypt.

14. Mr Farag El-Sayed Farag (فرج السيد   ,is of Egyptian nationality he lives, in Ebshway, Al-Fayoum (فرج 
Egypt.

15. Mr ibrahim Mohamed ibrahim Al-Dahshan (إبراهيم الدهشان  is of Egyptian nationality, he (إبراهيم محمد 
lives in Faqous, Al-Sharqeya, Egypt.

16. Mr Mamdouh sayed Abdallah (الله  ,is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Al-Saff, Giza (ممدوح سيد عبد 
Cairo, Egypt.

17. Mr Safwat Ahmed Abdullah (صفوت أحمد عبد الله) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Kafr El-Mansoura, 
Minia, Egypt.

18. Mr Mohamed hassan El-Sayed Ahmed (أحمد السيد  حسن   is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in (محمد 
Dakarens, Daqahelya, Egypt.

19. Mr ali Mhanna Abu Khedr (علي مهنى أبو خضر) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Dakarnes, Daqahleya, 
Egypt. 

20. Mr hassan ibrahim Kordi Mohamed (حسن إبراهيم كردى محمد) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Belbes, 
Sharqeya, Egypt.

21. Mr ahmed ibrahim Kordi Mohamed (أحمد إبراهيم كردى محمد) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Belbes, 
Sharqeya, Egypt. 

22. Mr Mostafa Mohamed abdelsalam Mohamed (مصطفى محمد عبد السالم محمد) is of Egyptian nationality, 
he lives in Belbes, Sharqeya, Egypt.

23. Mr Tarek Mohamed Hamed  (طارق محمد حامد) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Al-Saff, Giza, Cairo, 
Egypt.

24. Mr Sayyed Barakat Shaaban (سيد بركات شعبان) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Fayyoum, Egypt.

25. Mr Mansour Abdeltawab Abbas (منصور عبد التواب عباس) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Fayyoum, 
Egypt. 

26. Mr ahmed shaaban Ragab (أحمد شعبان رجب) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Fayyoum, Egypt.

27. Mr ahmed khamis Mohamed (أحمد خميس محمد) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Fayyoum, Egypt.

28. Mr sayyed gomaa Eisa (سيد جمعة عيسى) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Fayyoum, Egypt.

29. Mr Mohamed Ramzy Abdallah Khalil (خليل الله  عبد  رمزى    is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in  (محمد 
Embaba, Cairo, Egypt. 

30. Mr Mohamed Tawfik Soliman (محمد توفيق سليمان)f is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in 69 Abdelfattah 
Ashmawy, El-Waili, Cairo, Egypt.

ExtrajudIcIal kIllIngs
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31. Mr Ahmed Mohamed Ragab Mandour (مندور رجب  محمد   is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in (أحمد 
Banha, Egypt.

32. Mr alaa el-din hassan Eisa (الدين حسن عيسى  is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in 34 Abdelhadi (عالء 
El-Saidi, Al-Matareyah, Cairo, Egypt.

33. Mr Mahdi Mahmoud Ahdy (مهدي محمود عهدي) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Alwasta, Bani Swef, 
Egypt.

34. Mr Mohamed Abdelmageed Mahmoud Ibrahim (محمد عبد المجيد محمود ابراهيم) is of Egyptian nationality, 
he lives in Kom Hamada, Behera, Egypt.

35. Mr Talaat Abdelazim Ali (طلعت عبد العظيم علي) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Akhmeem, Souhaj, 
Egypt. 

36. Mr abdelmonem Mohamed Mostafa (عبد المنعم محمد مصطفى) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in Abu 
Kbeer, Sharqeya, Egypt.

37. Mr Mostafa Mohamed Mostafa (مصطفى محمد مصطفى) is of Egyptian nationality, he lives in from Abu 
Kbeer, Sharqeya, Egypt.

The above-mentioned individuals were arrested on Rabaa Square on 14 August 2013. They were 
transferred to Nasser City I and Nasser City II Police Stations where they remained until 18 August 
2013. On 18 August 2013, the prosecution ordered the transfer of 612 detainees to Abu Zaabal 
Prison in Daqahleya governorate. During the transfer, 37 detainees being transported in a truck 
died from asphyxiation after security officials introduced gas inside the truck. Alkarama brought 
a complaint on their behalf the UN Special Procedures on 28 August 2013 requesting that the 
Egyptian authorities open an investigation in conformity with international standards into their 
killing.

on 23 october 2013, the prosecutor referred four 
officers to trial by a court of misdemeanour for 
“negligence” and “unintentional killing”. In fact, 
the protesters died as a result of asphyxiation due 
to the gas released by bombs that were shot inside 
the locked truck. The prosecutor did not deem it 
necessary to take into account testimonies that 
asserted that the gravity of the crime required a 
referral for felony.

torturE

Bus used by the Egyptian police to transport the 37 
demonstrators who died from asphyxiation during 
prison transfer
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2.2 torturE
Alkarama has documented numerous cases of torture and other ill-treatment inflicted on demon-
strators. In these cases, when allegations of torture and ill-treatment are brought to the attention 
of the prosecutor, they are simply ignored. Such deliberate omission violates the specific duty of 
prosecutors to “ensure that those responsible” for acts of torture or ill-treatment are brought to 
justice.21

The cases of islam ahmad suleiman, ihab abdel Menhem hussein, omar ayssar ibrahim and 
Mostafa Ahmed Ali that Alkarama investigated are revealing in this respect. 

21  Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors, adopted by the Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the 
Treatment of Offenders held between 27 August to 7 September 1990; guideline 16.

torturE

Medical Certificate of Islam Ahmed Suleiman, 12 September 2013 
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1. Mr islam ahmad Suleiman (إسالم أحمد سليام), aged 24, is of Egyptian nationality and lives in the Fourth 
quarter, Fifth congregation, New Cairo Egypt. 

2. Mr ihab abdel Menhem Hussein (إيهاب عبد املنعم حيس), aged 48, is of Egyptian nationality and lives in 
the Third Congregation, Area 3, New Cairo Egypt. 

3. Mr omar ayssar Ibrahim (عمر أيرس ابراهيم), aged 18, is of Egyptian nationality and lives in Fifth congre-
gation, Banafssaj quarter, Villa 69, New Cairo Egypt.

4. Mr Mostafa ali Ahmed (مصطفى عيل أحمد), aged 42, is of Egyptian nationality and lives ‘Iskan Al-Shabab, 
Thrid Congregation, Area 2. 

These four individuals were returning from a demonstration and holding banners featuring deposed 
President Morsi on 10 September 2013 when they were arrested at a police checkpoint in New 
Cairo by the Investigation Unit of the police. They were taken to the police station in New Cairo 
where they were subjected to torture, causing bruises and even a fractured jaw. On 11 September, 
the four men were charged, inter alia, with assault on a policeman. On 12 September, they were 
examined by doctors who produced four medical reports documenting the acts of violence to 
which they had been subjected. 

The Deputy Public Prosecutor referred the case to the judge on 14 September (two days after 
the medical reports were prepared) for a first hearing which occurred on 17 September. The al-
legations of torture were not acted upon. This demonstrates the inability or unwillingness of the 
judicial authorities to investigate into allegations of torture.

” Several bruises and scratches on the head. Several scratches 
in the back and others on the right foot. Injury in the left ear and 
bruise on the lower lip. His central incisors are loose and he is 
unable to exert pressure on his molars because of the displace-
ment of the jaw. ”

Medical Certificate of Islam Ahmed Suleiman, 12 September 2013
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A typical behaviour that highlights how investigating authorities favour impunity is their almost 
exclusive reliance on police reports. These inquiries or “tahariyat” are prepared by the police 
whenever a crime has occurred. Article 24 of Egypt’s Code of Criminal Procedure enjoins the 
police with obtaining all the necessary information to facilitate investigation of the facts they 
collect. Such inquiries aim at obtaining information on a crime and to identify its authors, and  
are carried out secretly. Prosecutors then proceed to transfer these inquiries to judges, in some 
instances without backing them up with further evidence. This is in contradiction with Egyptian 
case-law, which has established that prosecutors cannot rely solely on inquiries prepared by the 
police when deciding to carry out further investigations.22 Egyptian case-law has also objected to 
using inquiries alone as evidence to convict an accused.23 

Inquiries can be unreliable as they do not amount to a proper investigation. In addition, the 
Egyptian police can in certain respects, and often not involuntarily, overlook facts that would be 
crucial to a case by reporting on violations committed by one side and not another. By relying 
solely on such reports when referring a case to the judge, the prosecutor perpetuates impunity by 
giving a one-sided account of the facts. 

An example of inquiries where killing of demonstrators is overlooked is the killing at the Presidential 
guard facility on 8 july 2013.

This is the first incident of the mass killing of protesters that occurred after the military takeover 
of 3 July 2013. Alkarama documented the death of 78 people who were killed by the security 
forces during a sit-in outside the Presidential Guard Facility and brought their case to attention 
of the UN Special Procedures on 9 July 2013, requesting the opening of an investigation meeting 
international standards into the events of that day. 

Alkarama has obtained a police record dating from 8 July 2013 that details the police inquiry into 
the events of that day. The record revolves only around the deaths of seven security officials due 
to the protesters’ violence. The report is manifestly biased against the demonstrators, describing 
at full length their violence and the arms they used.

22  As early as 1967 Egypt’s Court of Cassation has ruled that prosecutors ”cannot issue a search warrant to prevent a future 
crime even if inquiries and serious evidence indicate that it will be actually committed” 

23  Egypt’s Court of Cassation ruled on 14 February 1977 in decision No 955 that “inquiries alone are not enough for convic-
tion. It can be used to reinforce the evidences of the case once it has been examined and the court has been satisfied of the 
veracity of the information it contained” 

3. InquIrIEs

“ The forces present succeeded in controlling the situation 
using live ammunition to the extent permitted by the law. 
Some deaths occurred as a result of the indiscriminate use 
of weapons by the protesters among themselves ”

Report 9134/2013, General Directorate of the Inquiries of Cairo, Sector of Police 
Inquiries, 8 July 2013, The report explains the killing of the demonstrators at the 
Presidential Guard Facility on 8 July 2013.
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InquIrIEs

Copy of page 2 of report 9134/2013, General Directorate of Inquiries, Cairo, Sector for Police 
Inquiries, 8 July 2013. The report explains the killing of the demonstrators at the Presidential Guard 
facility on 8 july 2013.  
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The prosecutor did not initiate any serious investigation into the events of the Presidential Guard 
Facility. This is indicative of the extent the police inquiry was taken at face-value by the prosecutor 
who did not bother to undertake any further scrutiny into the facts at hand. This inaction is all 
the more surprising when one considers that lawyers have requested an investigation (Request 
No. 1478/2013) into the events of the Presidential Guard Facility, requesting the summoning of 
witnesses and injured victims, in addition to the reviewing of pictures and videos that were taken 
during the demonstration that day.     

InquIrIEs

Copy of request No. 1478/2013 demanding the opening of an investigation into the events at the 
Presidential Guard Facility on 8 July 2013 
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InquIrIEs
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InquIrIEs
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This inaction on the part of the public prosecutor regarding these events is confounded by some 
judges who rely solely on these documents and police statements to convict protesters. 

For example, on 26 October 2013, 16 demonstrators were convicted by the court of misdemean-
our of Bolak. These demonstrators had taken to the streets on 6 October 2013 in different parts 
of cairo on the 30th anniversary of the 1973 war between Israel and Egypt. That day, Alkarama 
documented the death of 64 demonstrators and alerted the UN Special Procedure on 1 November 
2013 requesting that Egypt open an investigation meeting international standards into the killings.  

The judge found 16 protesters to be guilty of the charges based on article 1, 2, 3, 3 bis/1 of law 
1914 on illegal assemblies. In one paragraph, the judge declared the charges founded, but the 
only evidence discussed in this paragraph was the testimony of members of the police. One of the 
police officials referred to in the paragraph is a member of the Inquiries Unit of Bulak Abu Al ‘Ala, 
the unit entrusted with carrying out inquiries.

InquIrIEs

(The officer in charge of the inquiries) “ witnessed a large con-
centration of Muslim Brotherhood supporters coming from Ramses 
Street after having been chased by residents of the neighbourhood. 
They (referring to the demonstrators) threw a large number of stones 
and empty glass bottles at the officer and accompanying forces 
which inflicted injuries on some of them. This caused a state of 
chaos, violence and intimidation among the population. The secret 
inquiries of the officer corroborate the fact that the accused took 
part in the described events.”

Court judgment, First Instance Court of Northern Cairo, Misdemeanour Court of Bulak, Case No. 
5390/2013, 26 October 2013
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Even though judges have to scrutinise inquiries, in this case the judge satisfied himself of the 
credibility of the acts of violence attributed to the accused by relying solely on the testimony of 
the officer and the report that was written by that same officer. To corroborate the findings of 
the inquiries, the judge mentioned four other members of the police who witnessed the facts 
described by the officer responsible for the inquiry. So, in sum, the judge convicted the accused 
on these counts on the basis of an inquiry report whose content was confirmed by four other 
members of the police. 

Copy of the court judgment, First Instance Court of Northern Cairo, Misdemeanour 
Court of Bulak, Case No. 5390/2013, 26 October 2013

InquIrIEs
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Prosecutors in Egypt have failed to uphold the right of individuals. They have charged people 
that were arbitrarily arrested by the police for exercising their right to freedom of expression and 
assembly, thereby sanctioning the practice of unlawful arrest that is carried out by the police 
in the first place. This stands in stark contrast to their role in “upholding human rights.”24 since 
the military takeover of 3 July 2013, prosecutors have systematically charged sympathisers of 
deposed President Morsi with acts that do not amount to crimes. Taking part in demonstrations 
became the crime of “jeopardizing public order”, or even “terrorism”. Members of the Muslim 
Brotherhood have been charged for belonging to an illegal organisation even before the organisa-
tion was banned by the government.25

Prosecutors have also charged people when they have committed no offence using overly broad 
charges that violate the principle of legality. 

24  Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors; guideline 12.

25  Amnesty International, Egypt: Roadmap to Repression, 23 January 2014, http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/
MDE12/005/2014/en/cddf8bfb-6dcb-45b2-b411-6d12190b7583/mde120052014en.pdf (accessed 18 February 2014), page 11.

4. chargEs brought In absEncE of a crImE

Charge sheet issued by Head Prosecutor: Mohamed Salah Eddine Abdel Majid, 17 November 2013
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chargEs brought In absEncE oF a crImE
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In a case that caused international uproar, 21 women including 7 of whom were minors, were 
sentenced to 21 years imprisonment for protesting. They were later sentenced to a one-year 
suspended sentence on appeal. 

The 21 individuals participated in a peaceful demonstration in the morning of 31 October 2013 
in Alexandria. During the demonstration, the participants shouted anti-military slogans. This, as 
usual, prompted the police and army to intervene. The 21 individuals were arrested close to the 
Istanli Bridge in Alexandria. During their arrest, they were beaten by the Egyptian police. A girl 
arrested that day and immediately released provided an account of the violence by the authorities 
on Al-Jazeera.26

The women were interrogated by the prosecutor and charged the same day under articles 361, 
375 bis and 375 bis (A)/1,4 of Egypt’s Criminal Code, articles 1,2,3, 3 bis1,3,4 of law number 10 of 
1914 regarding illegal assembly, and articles 1/1, 25 bis 1 of law 394 of 1954 regarding weapons 
and ammunitions. Alkarama brought a complaint to the UN Special Procedures on 15 November 
2013 on their behalf requesting their immediate release.

26   See video (in Arabic), available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGukbsBDd2c (consulted 24 February 2014).

21 women demonstrators sentenced to 21 years imprisonment

Egyptian women demonstrators in defendant’s cage in courtroom, Alexandria, November 2013.

chargEs brought In absEncE oF a crImE
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The list of articles on which the charges were based is astonishing considering that all the 21 
women did was to demonstrate peacefully. However, some of the articles are so elastic that they 
can be used to charge peaceful demonstrators. Law No. 10 of 1914 on illegal assemblies figures 
prominently in the charges brought against demonstrators. Article 1 of this Law which defines 
illegal assemblies as any “assembly of at least 5 people that aims to endanger public order” 
suffices to highlight its arbitrariness. Along the same lines, article 375 of Egypt’s Criminal Code 
is used systematically by prosecutors to prosecute demonstrators. It criminalises what in Egypt is 
called “Baltaga”, the Egyptian colloquial equivalent of “thuggery”. Article 375 bis sanctions, among 
others, display of force or threats of using violence when such threat or display of force is “liable 
to plant terror in the heart of the victim, disturb his peace, serenity, or security.”

Human rights law has set standards to determine whether criminal laws are arbitrary. The Human 
Rights Committee has determined that arbitrariness is not only against the law but also includes 
elements of inappropriateness, injustice and lack of predictability.27 The elasticity of the two 
articles mentioned above is regularly used by prosecutors to charge demonstrators even when no 
crime has actually been committed. The arbitrariness of these articles is evident as prosecutors 
can use their elastic nature to charge participants of any demonstration at their discretion. 

27  Human Rights Committee, Hugo van Alphen v. The Netherlands, Communication No. 305/1988, 1990, (CCPR/
C/39/D/305/1988) para. 5.8.

chargEs brought In absEncE oF a crImE
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International law allows the detention of suspects in situations where it is required for the purposes 
of the investigation, such as to prevent flight of criminal suspects, or tampering of evidence.28 
However it should remain an exceptional measure during the investigation process. Article 134 
of the Egyptian Code of Criminal Procedure grants the Public Prosecutor the power to order the 
detention of the suspect if the evidence is sufficient and if the crime is punishable by a period of 
a minimum of three months imprisonment. 

However, practice differs from the law. 
public prosecutors have recourse to admin-
istrative detention in the great majority of 
cases, under the guise of carrying out further 
investigations. It appears that prosecutors 
use it as a form of punishment. should pros-
ecutors in Egypt be entrusted with carrying 
out an investigation into the killing of pro-
testers, their method of resorting to admin-
istrative detention will only further human 
rights violations rather than obtaining 
justice. Alkarama has expressed its concern 
about this form of detention, particularly 
when it comes to minors. Under interna-
tional law, prosecutors do not have the legal 
authority to order detention. The Human 
Rights Committee has condemned states 
that grant this power to prosecutors.29

Mr ‘Afifi was arrested without a warrant 
on 26 september 2013 in front of sidi 
Fath School in Baltim by Members of State 
Security dressed in civilian clothing. He had 
been distributing leaflets criticising the 
military takeover of 3 July 2013. Mr ‘Afifi was 
charged by the prosecutor on 27 September 
2013 for distributing leaflets that compro-
mised state security, and for calling for civil 
disobedience. The prosecutor also ordered 
his administrative detention.

Practice has shown that prosecutors in Egypt 
do not respect the fact that administrative 
detention is an exceptional measure that 
should not exceed a few days.30 In Egypt, ad-

28  Open Society Foundations, Pretial Detention and Torture: Why Pretrial Detainees Face the Greatest Risk, 2011,  
http://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/pretrial-detention-and-torture-06222011.pdf; p.18. 

29  Human Rights Committee, Torobekov v. Kyrgyzstan, No. 1547/2007, 2011 (CCPR/C/103/D/1547/2007) para. 6.2.

30  Human Rights Committee, General Comment No.8 (1994) on Article 9, para 2.

Mr Yahya Mostafa ‘Afifi (يحيى مصطفى عفيفي) aged 16, 
is a pupil of Egyptian nationality and lives in Baltim, 
Kafar El-Cheikh Bourj El Barlass.

5. admInIstratIvE dEtEntIon: a form of punIshmEnt
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ministrative detention is frequently ordered and renewed by prosecutors who tend to not heed its 
exceptional nature nor provide reasonable explanations for their decisions. Such practice violates 
a fundamental tenet of the right to a fair trial, which is the right to the presumption of innocence. 
This presumption is jeopardised when an accused person is put behind bars for a long time.31 

Even more worrying is the practice of resorting to the administrative detention of children where 
the threshold of detention should be even higher. In fact, the detention of minors must be resorted 
to only for serious acts involving violence32 and for the shortest time possible.33 Whenever possible, 
the state should seek alternative measures to detention.34  despite this, and as the case of 16-year 
old Yihya ‘Afifi described above shows, minors are all too often placed behind bars while awaiting 
trial. 

31  Human Rights Committee, Cagas v. Philippines, No. 788/1997, 2001 (CCPR/C/73/D/788/1997), para. 7.3.

32  United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice ("The Beijing Rules") Adopted by General 
Assembly resolution 40/33 of 29 November 1985; principle 17.a para c.

33  Convention on the Right of the Child (CRC), adopted by the General Assembly resolution 44/25 of 20 November 1989 and 
entered into force 2 September 1990; article 37 para.b.

34  The Beijing Rules; article 13 para.b. 

admInIstratIvE dEtEntIon: a Form oF punIshmEnt
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6. conclusIon

Investigating authorities in Egypt suffer from fundamental shortcomings when it comes to investi-
gating human rights abuses and prosecuting those responsible. Grave human rights violations are 
overlooked and not prosecuted even when reliable reports point to their commission by security 
officials. Such violations entail rights that have achieved peremptory status under international 
law, such as the prohibition of torture, and their prosecution cannot be left to the margin of 
discretion of the prosecutor. In addition, the way investigations are conducted shows a major 
discrepancy with best practices and frequently violate human rights (ex. abusive recourse to ad-
ministrative detention). 

Not only this, but prosecutors in Egypt have failed to uphold human rights, attempting instead to 
suppress them by charging individuals for acts that fall within the framework of the lawful exercise 
of the rights enshrined in international human rights law. Thus, it can be expected that prosecu-
tors will remain inactive when it comes to the massive killing of protesters by security. Even in the 
case where action is taken, as we have demonstrated above, their methods of work are highly 
likely to be incomplete and even worse, led to further human rights violations. 

All of this casts doubt on the ability of prosecutors to carry out investigations and prosecute cases 
of human rights violations, particularly in cases of protester deaths, in conformity with the inter-
national standards.

Given this situation, it is extremely disappointing that the UN Human Rights Council has not taken 
any steps to remedy the situation as it has done in other cases of grave human rights violations. 
In light of the Human Rights Council’s inaction, we would have hoped that the High Commissioner 
for Human Rights establish a Fact Finding Mission about the events in Egypt35, but this has yet to 
happen. 

For all the above reasons, Alkarama calls on the Human Rights Council to establish a commission 
of inquiry into the death of protesters since the military takeover. This is necessary to ensuring 
that victims of these massive violations of the right to life which have occurred since 3 July 2013 
against protesters exercising their rights under international law obtain justice. The UN has taken 
such steps in the past with regards to violations that were much more limited in gravity and less 
extended in time.

In view of the gravity of the violations that have occurred in Egypt, and are still occurring, there 
is a need for investigative efforts commensurate with the powers of a Human Rights Council-
mandated commission of inquiry.

Such an investigation would not only ensure justice is served, and accountability rendered, but 
would also have a deterrent effect to avoid further significant violations of the right to life in Egypt. 
In addition, it would ensure that no fact is overlooked and that both sides’ actions are scrutinised.

35   The High Commissioner for Human Rights has, on the basis of its general mandate from the General Assembly resolution 
48/141, established Fact finding missions such as in Togo (2005), Kenya(2008) and Honduras(2009).
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ImpunIty Is not an optIon 
Ensure accountability for mass killings in Egypt 

Ever since the military takeover on 3 July 2013 and the appointment of Adli Mansour as 
interim President of the Republic there has been a systematic campaign of killing of pro-
testers who express their opposition to the government currently in power. This disre-
gard for the right to life has been a permanent feature since the outset of the revolution 
on 25 January 2011. Nevertheless, it took a dramatic turn after 3 July 2013, culminating 
on 14 August 2014 with the violent dispersal of the Rabaa and Nahda sit-ins. More than 
1000 people who were demanding the return of deposed President Mohamed Morsi 
died that day. The authorities’ lack of accountability for the killing of protesters is of 
great concern. While national commissions of inquiries have been formed, they have 
failed to ensure accountability.

Investigating human rights violations and achieving accountability is not optional for 
states - international law places an obligation on states to investigate and prosecute 
whenever human rights violations are thought to have occurred. International law also 
sets out criteria that investigations and prosecutions must respect.

This report reviews the work of Egyptian prosecutors (the authority in charge of inves-
tigating and prosecuting perpetrators in Egypt) in order to verify whether it complies 
with the criteria and best practices established in international law. The report bases 
its conclusion on cases of violations committed against pro-Morsi demonstrators that 
Alkarama has documented. It submits that prosecutors have failed to ensure account-
ability for the violations of the right to life occurring in Egypt since 3 July 2013.

ImpunIty Is not an optIon 
Ensure accountability for mass killings in Egypt
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